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, for the
Thank you, Representative Timothy Twardzik and members of your committee

Urban Affairs
opportunity to testify before the Pennsylvania House of Representative

Committee
by
Cherry Street Commons is a 17-unit affordable family housing development funded
tax credits and PHFA loans. It is mostly situated on

what was an old railroad bed in Frackville

Mahanoy Plane, south ,
Borough . The rail yard at one time was used to transport coal from the

.

the property in a private
to the Philadelphia market . The corporation, Par King, Inc , acquired

sale in the mid 1990's.
,
a Judicial
On the corner of East Frack and South Mahanoy Street, we purchased through

ned by the
Tax Sale, the extremely dilapidated Sportsman's Bar . The bar had been condem

n
borough, barring all entry . We used our own funds for the purchase and the demolitio
Through Federal Bankruptcy sales we purchased 3 additional properties adjected to the

ned by the
railroad yard. All of the buildings were located on Railroad Avenue . All were condem
roof. We
borough. The structure closest to the top of the street had a completely collapsed
building. At the
received funds, through a county loan from Schuylkill Act 137, to demolish that

end of the block , using PHFA funds, we demolished two connected structures that had been

abandoned and deteriorating for over a decade . Both had been condemned, had no heat , had

been stripped of piping, and were rodent infested . There was also a squatter that was living in
one of the buildings that we had to evict .

We started actual construction in the spring of 2018 and were completely occupied by
December 31^ of 2019. It was an extremely challenging undertaking for all parties . The primary
issue encountered, which threatened the success of the project, had to do with the soils on the

.

property . Soil testing was conducted prior to even breaking ground and weekly after that It

was determined that cobalt levels were slightly above the norm. The ruling by the DEP, who

designated all the soil on site as "historical fill ," was that it was safe to keep all the dirt on the
property but that if it had to be removed, it would have to go to a special disposal station . The

soil was replete with rocks and other debris . We were also required to bring in clean fill to cap
over all the green space at the end of construction. We removed approximately 3000 tons of

soil and spent over $ 300,000 (unbudgeted) in order to facilitate its transportation and

specialized disposal . We were able to pay for the removal through an extremely understanding
and cooperative PHFA which provided additional loans to cover much of the costs .

An extremely important component to the successful completion of Cherry Street
Commons was the cooperation we received from all levels of government . Frackville Borough,

with collaboration from the borough code enforcement officer , expedited demolition permits .
In one instance, demolition was a safety priority as material from a collapsing roof was

beginning to actually fall from the building.

oners with
We received county cooperation from Gary Bender and the County Commissi

the dangerous structure just
a loan through Schuylkill Act 13 / which we used to take down

described.
Council ,
We also were the recipients of overwhelming support from Frackville Borough

tative
especially Council President Ron Jordan and solicitor Mark Semanchik . Our State Represen

. Most importantly
at the time, Neal Goodman , was extremely enthusiastic and supportive

.

before, during, and
Senator David Argali was always available to provide advice and direction

after completion of Cherry Street Commons He and Mary Beth Dougherty, his legislative
assistant, helped us successfully navigate through the process.

Blight encompasses vacant lots, abandoned buildings, and houses in derelict or

dangerous shape, as well as environmental contamination . Neighborhoods struggle with this
the
problem, as do local and state governments. It affects our economy on so many levels but
d
people who deal with it day to day are the neighbors who have to look at the dilapidate

from
buildings, deal with what is going on in those houses when they are empty...everything

drug dealing to other criminal activity... and to deal with declining property values in

neighborhoods where blight is evident. The local municipal governing bodies, neighbors and
community activists do not know where to turn for help as they try to revitalize their

neighborhoods.

What is needed to help combat blight ?

the county
1. Funding for more code enforcement officers . For example, a municipality in
which formerly had a population of 30,000 and now has only 4,000 residents, could use
5 or 6 code enforcement officers to hold owners accountable for the thousands of

.

abandoned and dilapidated structures that now make up the town. It currently has one

2

Money or runding priorities given in existing programs For blight remediation or
redevelopment would be helpFul for all types of projects and owners. These dollars are

needed to

acquire

and demolish properties that pose often dangerous threats to

citizenry.
3 . County or borough use of eminent domain power to acquire and demolish derelict
structures
4 . Incentives for developers to rebuild , ( e . g. Property tax abatement, tax credits, etc )
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